ADDENDUM NO. 3

DATE: 12/17/18  PROJECT NUMBER: SSC 1517065

TO: All Respondents  PROJECT: TAMUCC – Momentum Field Lighting

This addendum modifies the original Solicitation Documents for the Project issued on 12/4/2018 and any previously issued addenda. The items in this addendum shall govern the work, taking precedence over previously issued specifications and drawings governing the items mentioned.

FROM: Jim Eckhart  CC: Jeff Tabb, PE

SSC Project Manager

Please note the following items:

1. Clarification to Specification Section 00 72 00, Article 5, Item 5.2 Insurance Requirements:
   A. SSC Uniform General and Supplemental Conditions refers SSC Insurance Requirements to an attached Master Agreement. SSC Sample Master Agreement and Insurance requirements are attached to this addendum.

2. Clarification to existing underground utilities adjacent Momentum Fields and the Momentum Field House:
   A. See attached reference drawings ADD3.1 additional information.

3. Revised drawing EL-2.02:
   A. See corrected ‘Momentum Field House’ layout and exterior switch location.
   B. Revise North Arrow on 1/E-4.01 in coordination with sheet EL-2.02.

4. Clarification to note #3 of ELECTRICAL GENERAL NOTES:
   A. Data conduit shall be minimum 2”.
   B. Electrical conduit to be 1”.
   C. Minimum 12” separation between Data and Electrical if in same trench.
   D. Routed 4’-0” minimum below grade, (No change).

5. For quality control evaluation purposes in the space below the dollar amount of ITEM NO.1 – BASE PROSAL AMOUNT of the Proposal Form & Pricing Schedule, (Section 00 4213-4):
   A. Please indicate which Exterior Athletic Lighting product manufacturer as outlined in Part 2 (page 4) of specifications section 26 56 58-4 you are utilizing for your base bid.

6. Please find attached Pre-Bid the attendance sheet for record.

SPECIAL ALERT:

7. Please be advised that the TAMUCC campus will be closed on Tuesday 12/17/18; No hand-delivered RFPs will be accepted by the SSC Planning and Construction due to shut down. The TAMUCC campus will be re-opened on Wednesday 12/17/18 and the SSC Planning and Construction office will be open for reception of RFPs at 8 am.